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Abstract.The rotational and deformation properties of superdeformed fission
isomers in the A ∼ 240 mass region have been investigated within the frame-
work of the cranked relativistic Hartree-Bogoliubov theory. The dependence of
the results of the calculations on the parametrization of the RMF Lagrangian
has been studied. The rotational properties are best described by the NL1
force.
The region ofA ∼ 240 is the first one where the superdeformed (SD) shapes have
been discovered experimentally [1] in the fission isomers in 1962. According to the
measurements of the moments of inertia and the quadrupole moments they are shape
isomers with the deformation much larger than the usual ground state deformation.
Despite the fact that during almost 40 years numerous experimental efforts have
been made for the study of fission isomers, the experimental data on their properties
in some respects is more limited than the one collected in the last 15 years in
the regions of superdeformation at high spin such as A ∼ 60, 80, 130, 150 and 190
[2]. Recent advances in the experimental techniques leading to the observation of
hyperdeformed (third) minimum [3–5] and vibrational structures in the SD (second)
minimum [6–8] revived the interest to this mass region of superdeformation.
A number of theoretical investigations has been performed in this mass region
studying different properties of fission isomers within the frameworks of the phe-
nomenological macroscopic + microscopic method and non-relativistic microscopic
theories based on the zero-range Skyrme forces and finite range Gogny forces, see
Refs. [9–13] and references therein. Recently, some properties of fission isomers
in 226Ra, 232Th and 240Pu have been studied in the relativistic mean field (RMF)
theory by the Frankfurt group [14, 15]. These investigations, however, have been
performed in the BCS approximation using a schematic treatment of pairing in the
constant gap approximation with the pairing parameters adjusted to the experi-
mental data in the first minimum.
The present investigation is aimed on a more systematic study of the properties
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of SD fission isomers within the framework of RMF theory in the present state of
the art. The results of this study will be presented in a forthcoming article [16].
In the present contribution, we will concentrate on the even-even nuclei in which
rotational structures have been observed so far [17], namely on 236,238U and 240Pu
nuclei.
Table 1. Kinematic moments of inertia (J (1)), charge quadrupole (Q0) and mass
hexadecupole (Q40) moments of SD band in
240Pu calculated at rotational frequency
Ωx = 0.01 MeV with different parametrizations of the RMF Lagrangian. In the case
of the NL1 force, the results of the CRHB calculations with and without APNP(LN)
[marked as ’LN’ and ’Unpr’] and the results of the CRMF calculations with no
pairing [marked as ’CRMF’] are given. For other forces, only the results of the
CRHB calculations with APNP(LN) are shown.
Quantity NLSH NL3 NL1 NL-Z Exp.
(LN/Unpr/CRMF)
J (1) [MeV−1] 138.2 144.4 155.2 / 177.2 / 189.1 157.3 149.3
Q0 [eb] 33.0 35.5 38.2 / 39.6/ 39.5 39.7
Q40 [fm
4] 36121 41901 49425 / 56329 / 55533 53328
As a theoretical tool we are using the recently developed Cranked Relativis-
tic Hartree-Bogoliubov (CRHB) theory [18] which has been very successful in the
description of the properties of SD bands in the A ∼ 190 mass region [19, 18] and
rare-earth nuclei [20]. Compared with previous relativistic studies in the A ∼ 240
mass region, it has the following advantages: (i) the cranked RMF equations are
solved on the Hartree-Bogoliubov level, (ii) the finite range D1S Gogny force is
used in the particle-particle channel, (iii) approximate particle number projection
is performed by means of the Lipkin-Nogami method (further APNP(LN)), (iv)
the cranking model approximation is employed which allows to study the rotational
properties of fission isomers and (v) this theory is formulated in three-dimensional
Cartesian coordinates which allows to study the possible appearance of triaxial de-
formation. Since this study is concerned with the properties of the states in the
second minimum, only reflection symmetric shapes are considered. This approx-
imation is justified since octupole deformation becomes important only after the
second well (see for example Refs. [11, 14]).
The calculated moments of inertia of the SD isomers in 236U and 240Pu are
shown in Table 1 and Fig. 1. The change of the force from NLSH [21] via NL3 [22]
and NL1 [23] to NL-Z [24] leads to the increase of the kinematic moments of inertia,
charge quadrupole and mass hexadecupole moments (Table 1). The experimental
moment of inertia of the SD band in 240Pu [17] is located between the results of the
calculations with NL3 and NL1 (see Table 1). The use of the NLSH and NL-Z forces
for the RMF Lagrangian leads to larger deviations from experiment. The results
of the calculations with NL3 underestimate the experimental moments of inertia
by 3− 5%. This is also the case for 238U where experimental and calculated (with
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NL3) moments of inertia are 153.1 and 142.8 MeV−1. The difference between J (1)
moments of inertia of 236,238U nuclei is 3.8 MeV−1 in experiment while it is only 0.6
MeV−1 in the calculations with NL3. The NL1 force describes the absolute values
of the moments of inertia and their difference in 236,238U better than NL3. In these
nuclei, the J (1) values calculated at Ωx = 0.01 MeV are 150.5 and 154.7 MeV
−1
which agree very well with the experimental values of 149.25 and 153.06 MeV−1.
On the other hand, the calculations with NL1 somewhat (by ∼ 4%) overestimate
the experimental moments of inertia in 240Pu (see Fig. 1 and Table 1).
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Fig. 1. Experimental and calculated kinematic (J (1)) and dynamic (J (2)) moments
of inertia of SD fission isomers in 236U and 240Pu. The notation of the lines and
symbols is given in the figure.
The CRHB calculations indicate that kinematic and dynamic moments of in-
ertia increase with increasing rotational frequency Ωx (Fig. 1). In addition, the
difference between these moments grows with the increase of Ωx. The experimental
data in 240Pu shows such features, while they are not seen in 236U. These features
are predominantly due to the gradual alignment of the N = 8 neutrons and N = 7
protons and a smooth decrease of pairing correlations with increasing Ωx. They are
similar to the ones observed in the A ∼ 190 region of superdeformation, see Refs.
[19, 18] and references quoted therein.
The importance of APNP(LN) for the description of the rotational and de-
formation properties of SD fission isomers is clearly seen on the example of the
calculations performed with the NL1 force (Table 1). The CRMF calculations [25]
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with no pairing give J (1) = 189.1 MeV−1 which is below the rigid body moment of
inertia (Jrig = 211.7 MeV
−1) defined from the density distribution. The inclusion
of pairing somewhat decreases the calculated moment of inertia which still consider-
ably exceeds the experimental value. Only the CRHB results with APNP(LN) come
close to experiment. One should also note that in the case of 240Pu the inclusion of
pairing without APNP(LN) has only a marginal effect on the charge quadrupole and
mass hexadecupole moments of inertia (Table 1). On the contrary, APNP(LN) has
a strong impact on these moments decreasing their values. In addition, APNP(LN)
increases the strength of pairing correlations especially for the neutron subsystem.
In the CRHB theory, the pairing energies are defined as Epairing = −
1
2Tr(∆κ) [18].
The values of neutron and proton pairing energies obtained in the CRHB calcula-
tions without and with APNP(LN) are Eνpairing = −1.823 MeV, E
pi
pairing = −10.030
MeV and Eνpairing = −13.129 MeV, E
pi
pairing = −13.603 MeV, respectively.
Table 2. Experimental and theoretical charge quadrupole moments of SD fission
isomers. The results of the calculations with the NL1 and NL3 forces are given.
Experimental data for U and Pu isotopes are taken from Ref. [17], while the one
for 242Am from Ref. [26].
236U 238U 236Pu 239Pu 240Pu 242Am
Q
exp
0 (eb) 32± 5 29± 3 37± 10 36± 4 35.5± 1.0st ± 1.2mod
QNL10 (eb) 35.9 37.0 36.6 38.2
QNL30 (eb) 33.8 34.0 35.0 35.5
The charge quadrupole moments calculated with the forces NL1 and NL3 are
compared with available experimental data in Table 2. One should note that the
small error bars on the experimental values of Q0 given for
238U and 240Am nuclei
should be treated with caution since even modern experiments do not provide an
accuracy of the absolute Q0 values better than 15%, see discussion in Ref. [19]. In
addition, when comparing the calculations with experiment one should take into
account that (i) the Qexp0 values have been obtained with different experimental
techniques [17], (ii) it is reasonable to expect that an addition of one neutron to
239Pu will not change considerably the Q0 value and thus Q
exp
0 (
239Pu) could be used
for comparison with the calculated Q0(
240Pu). With these considerations in mind,
it is clear that the results of the calculations come reasonably close to experiment.
In conclusion, the cranked relativistic Hartree-Bogoliubov theory has been ap-
plied for the description of the rotational and deformation properties of superde-
formed fission isomers in the A ∼ 240 mass region. This theory does not employ
any adjustable parameters and for the description of pairing correlations uses the
well established D1S Gogny force. The study of the dependence of the results on
the parametrization of the RMF Lagrangian reveals that rotational properties are
best described by the NL1 force, while the uncertainties of the experimental data
on charge quadrupole moments do not allow to use this experimental quantity for
the selection of the best RMF force.
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